Kepler has revolutionized the study of transiting planets with its unprecedented photometric precision on more than 150,000 target stars. Most of the transiting planet candidates detected by Kepler have been observed as long-cadence targets with 30 minute integration times, and the upcoming Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) will record full frame images with a similar integration time. Integrations of 30 minutes affect the transit shape, particularly for small planets and in cases of low signal-to-noise. Using the Fisher information matrix technique, we derive analytic approximations for the variances and covariances on the transit parameters obtained from fitting light curve photometry collected with a finite integration time. We find that binning the light curve can significantly increase the uncertainties and covariances on the inferred parameters when comparing scenarios with constant total signal-to-noise (constant total integration time in the absence of read noise). Uncertainties on the transit ingress/egress time increase by a factor of 34 for Earth-size planets and 3.4 for Jupiter-size planets around Sun-like stars for integration times of 30 minutes compared to instantaneously-sampled light curves. Similarly, uncertainties on the mid-transit time for Earth and Jupiter-size planets increase by factors of 3.9 and 1.4. Uncertainties on the transit depth are largely unaffected by finite integration times. While correlations among the transit depth, ingress duration, and transit duration all increase in magnitude with longer integration times, the mid-transit time remains uncorrelated with the other parameters. We provide code in Python and Mathematica for predicting the variances and covariances at www.its.caltech.edu/~eprice.
INTRODUCTION
The Kepler mission has discovered thousands of transiting planet candidates, ushering in a new era of exoplanet discovery and statistical analysis. The light curve produced by the transit of a planet across the disk of its star can provide insights into the planet inclination; eccentricity; stellar density; multiplicity, using transittiming variations (TTVs); and planet atmosphere, using transmission spectroscopy. As the analysis of Kepler data pushes toward Earth-size planets on Earth-like orbits, it is imperative to account for and to understand the uncertainties and covariances in the parameters that can be inferred from a transit light curve. Carter et al. (2008, hereafter C08) performed a Fisher information analysis on a simplified trapezoidal transit light curve model to derive analytic approximations for transit parameters as well as their uncertainties and covariances. These analytic approximations are useful when planning observations (e.g. assessing how many transits are needed for a given signal-to-noise on the derived planet properties), optimizing transit data analysis (e.g. by choosing uncorrelated combinations of parameters), and estimating the observability of subtle transit effects. However, C08 assumed that the light curves were 1 Hubble Fellow instantaneously sampled, and as a result did not account for the effect of finite integration times.
Most Kepler planets are observed with long-cadence, 30-minute integration times. A finite integration time (temporal binning) induces morphological distortions in the transit light curve. Kipping (2010) studied these distortions and their effect on the measured light curve parameters. The main effect of finite integration time is to smear out the transit light curve into a broader shape, with the apparent ingress/egress duration increased by an integration time, and the apparent duration of the flat bottom of totality is decreased by an integration time. As a consequence, the retrieved impact parameter may be overestimated, while the retrieved stellar density is underestimated. Kipping (2010) provides approximate analytic expressions for the effect of integration on the light curves and discusses numerical integration techniques to compensate for these effects, but his purpose was not to undertake a full Fisher analysis or to study the covariances between various parameters induced by the finite integration time.
In this paper, we extend the analysis of Carter et al. (2008) to account for the effects of a finite integration time. We apply a Fisher information analysis to a timeintegrated trapezoidal light curve to derive analytic expressions for the uncertainties and covariances of model parameters derived from fitting the light curve (Section 3 and Appendix A). We verify these expressions with Markov chain Monte Carlo fits to synthesized Kepler long cadence data (Section 4). Our analytic expressions can readily be substituted for those of Carter et al. (2008) (e.g. their Equation 31) when calculating the variances of transit parameters for any integration time. We provide code online at www.its.caltech.edu/~eprice that calculates the estimated variances and covariances of the trapezoidal light curve parameters for any set of system parameters. We discuss and conclude in Sections 7 and 8.
LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO BINNED
TRANSIT LIGHT CURVE A transit light curve represents the flux, as a function of time, received from a star as a planet eclipses it. In general, modeling the transit light curve involves three main ingredients. First, there is some model or parameterization of spatial variations in the surface brightness of the star (due to limb darkening and/or star spots). Second, the stellar flux received is calculated as a function of the planet-star center-to-center sky-projected distance (Mandel & Agol 2002; Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003) . Third, the planet-star center-to-center sky-projected distance must be evaluated as a function of time, either using two-body Keplerian motion, or through N-body simulations if there are multiple dynamically interacting planets.
Following C08, we consider a simplified model for the light curve of a dark spherical planet of radius R p transiting in front of a spherical star of radius R * . We neglect limb darkening and assume that the star has a uniform surface brightness f 0 . We assume that the orbital period of the planet is long compared to the transit duration, so that the motion of the planet can be approximated by a constant velocity across the stellar disk. We then adopt the C08 light curve model that approximates the transit light curve as a piecewise linear function in time (Equation 1), where δ is the transit depth, T is the full-width half-max transit duration, and τ is the ingress/egress duration, as shown in Figure 1 ; see Winn (2011) for a more complete description of these parameters.
As in C08, the parameters of the linear trapezoidal light curve model are related to the physical properties of the system (semi-major axis a, inclination i, eccentricity For both models, T is the full-width half-max duration of the transit event, τ is the duration of ingress/egress, δ is the transit depth, f 0 is the out-of-transit flux level, and tc is the time of transit center.
e, longitude of periastron ω, and mean motion n) by,
where
Here, b is the impact parameter, and τ 0 is the timescale for the planet to move one stellar radius (projected on the sky). We integrate the C08 linear transit light curve in time, to account for a finite integration time, I. We denote by F lb (t) the average received flux (in the linear model) over a time interval I centered on time t. We restrict our consideration to scenarios with I < T − τ , because otherwise the measurement of the transit depth during totality will be completely washed out by the integration time.
Fisher information formalism provides a means of addressing this question. The diagonal elements of the Fisher information matrix encode the variance of each parameter, and the off-diagonal elements give the covariances of the parameters. The magnitudes of the variances and covariances are a function of both the nature of the model and the uncertainties in the data.
In the special case that the observed data are normally, identically, and independently distributed about the model with constant total uncertainty σ, and assuming flat priors on each of the model parameters, the Fisher information matrix is simply the inverse of the covariance matrix that is often a byproduct of a traditional least-squares analysis. The full details of the Fisher information matrix derivation is given in Appendix A.
We apply Fisher information formalism to the integrated trapezoidal light curve model to derive two different sets of covariance matrices. First, we use the {t c , τ, T, δ, f 0 } parametrization in both the τ > I and τ < I regimes; then, we transform these matrices to a second, more physical parametrization adopted by C08, {t c , b 2 , τ 2 0 , r, f 0 }. We consider this parameterization to be more physical because its parameters are more closely related to the properties of the system, and they are of more astronomical interest when characterizing planet systems.
All of the variances and covariances we derive in Appendix A are scaled by the common factor σ 2 /Γ, where Γ is the sampling rate of the light curve. Formally, the analysis assumes a single transit light curve sampled at rate Γ. For phase-folded data spanning several transits, we can let T tot = P , where T tot is the length of the observation baseline and P is the orbital period; then we may substitute an "effective" sampling rate, Γ eff , which can be at most N Γ if N transits were observed. Practically, we can define Γ eff as the reciprocal of the average time between consecutive phase-folded time points (see Section 7.3 for a discussion of the effects of phase sampling on Γ eff ). Γ eff can be expressed independently of the integration time I and can be substituted directly for Γ when appropriate. The Fisher information analysis assumes that the orbital period P is known with absolute certainty when applied to phase-folded data, so the uncertainty on the transit midtime t c is not representative of that for individual transits if Γ eff is used.
In some cases the out-of-transit flux level, f 0 , is known to high enough precision that it can be fixed in the fitting process. In the following sections, we assume this is the case and look at the implications of Equations A8, A9, A15, and A16 for the precision of the transit parameters derived from fitting flux-normalized transits (f 0 = 1).
It turns out that, under the assumption of a multivariate normal distribution of the parameters, marginalizing over f 0 is equivalent to removing the row and column that contain the variance of f 0 and covariances of f 0 with the other parameters and substituting the mean value of f 0 (here assumed to be f 0 = 1) in the remaining matrix (e.g., Coe 2009).
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The covariance expressions (Equations A8, A9, A15, and A16) predict the uncertainties in the model parameters for a given dataset; we investigated their applicability with numerical experiments, in which we generated simulated transit photometry data and then fit the light curves to retrieve the transit parameters, uncertainties, and covariances.
We synthesized light curves by numerically integrating the C08 linear flux model over a 30-minute integration time, with time steps evenly spaced at 3-minute intervals. This choice corresponds to an effective sampling rate Γ eff = 10Γ, with Γ the 30-minute Kepler long-cadence rate. We assumed that ten transits were measured at sampling rate Γ and then phase-folded over one orbital period (see Section 7.3 for a discussion on the effects of sampling rate and phase). We then added white noise using a pseudo-random number generator to the relative photometry at a level of σ i = 5 × 10 −5 per long-cadence sample.
To retrieve the variances (uncertainties) and covariances of the transit parameters, we fit a binned trapezoidal light curve model (Equation 7) to our simulated, phase-folded photometry. We used the known, "true" light curve parameters as a starting point to sample the joint four-dimensional likelihood distribution with emcee, an affine-invariant ensemble sampler for Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) implemented in the Python programming language (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013 , proposed by Goodman & Weare 2010 . The burnin of the MCMC was sufficiently long that the starting parameters should not have impacted the resulting posteriors. Using 3 × 10 4 MCMC chain samples, we estimated the covariance matrix with the Python numpy.cov method.
For our numerical experiments, we considered nominal planet-star parameters corresponding to a Solar-twin (R ⋆ = R ⊙ , M ⋆ = M ⊙ ) transited by a Jupiter-sized planet (R p /R ⋆ = 0.1) on an eccentric orbit (e = 0.16) transiting at periastron (ω = π/2) with P = 9.55 days at impact parameter b = 0.2. We explored the effect of varying the parameters R p /R ⋆ , e, b, and P in Figures 2 to 7. For the experiment varying P only, we fixed the baseline of the observations to be 90 days instead of assuming that ten transits were observed. Our analytic expressions for the variances and covariances of both the shape parameters and the physical parameters agree well with the results of the MCMC numerical experiments.
5. RESULTS One of the most important effects of a finite integration time is to increase the magnitudes of the covariances among the parameters derived from fitting a transit light curve. A finite integration time also increases the variances of both the shape and the physical parameters derived from a transit light curve. In some regimes (small R p /R ⋆ , short P , and low signal-to-noise ratio, S/N) the variances on T and τ can increase by an order of magnitude (Figure 2 ). The scaling of the variances with R p /R ⋆ and P is also affected. Finite integration time makes the scaling of the variances with R p /R ⋆ universally stronger, while the dependence on P becomes more complicated than a simple power law relation; the orbital period of a planet influences whether it falls in the τ < I or I < τ regime, and the variance on τ increases substantially once τ < I.
The variance on the transit depth, δ, which governs the precision with with which the planet-to-star radius ratio can be inferred, is not strongly affected by a finite integration time. Accounting for a finite integration time, the variance in δ increases by a factor 1.14 (assuming the nominal orbit parameters described in the previous section). This corresponds to a factor 1.06 increase on the uncertainty in the transit depth for Kepler's 30-minute long-cadence data compared to the 1-minute short-cadence data. The transit depth shows stronger correlations with T (negative correlation) and τ (positive correlation), especially in cases with low S/N.
The time of transit center is especially important for measuring transit timing variations (TTVs). The precision that can be obtained with the time of transit center t c scales with the signal-to-noise of the transit detection in the light curve. From Equations A8 and A9,
where Q = √ ΓT δ σ is the total signal-to-noise ratio of the transit in the limit r → 0. We note that for TTVs, t c is measured for each individual transit; thus, the single transit sampling rate, Γ, should be used to predict σ tc for an individual transit, and not Γ eff for a phase-folded transit. From C08, the expected uncertainty in the transit time derived from an instantaneously sampled transit light curve is
A finite integration time introduces a I/τ dependent correction factor, and effectively substitutes I for τ in the formula for σ tc in the I > τ regime. Importantly, t c remains uncorrelated with the other parameters when a finite integration time is taken into account. The dependence of variances and covariances of the light curve parameters on R p /R ⋆ are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The MCMC variances and covariances start to deviate from the analytic predictions once R p /R ⋆ < 0.04. This could be due to the fact that our integral approximation to the finite sums is breaking down at that point. Indeed, we see that Γ eff τ < 3 for those small planet radii (see Section 7.3). Another possibility is that the posterior distribution of τ is no longer Gaussian at this point (see Section 7.4).
In Figure 4 , we plot the predicted and measured uncertainties of the "physical" parameters r, b 2 , and τ 2 0 . The deviation of the relative uncertainty in τ 2 0 at R p /R ⋆ < 0.04 seems to be caused by the corresponding deviation of the relative uncertainty of τ . We note a significant deviation in the measured σ b 2 , but it does not have such an obvious explanation. Our results illustrate that b 2 is the most difficult of the physical parameters to constrain, particularly at small R p /R ⋆ . As an additional test, by sampling from these parameters, instead of the trapezoidal parameters, in an MCMC fit to synthetic light curve data, we verified that the variances and covariances of the physical parameters obtained from fitting are consistent with these results.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the predicted and measured uncertainties of the trapezoidal light curve parameters as functions of eccentricity e, impact parameter b, and orbital period P , respectively. Our MCMC measured uncertainties appear to agree with the predictions in all cases, even at large values of e and b (see Section 7.1 for a discussion of the effects of grazing transits on our approximations). At large e, the relative uncertainty in τ increases by more than an order of magnitude from the C08 prediction, highlighting the importance of accounting for finite integration in such cases. Similarly, for small P , the relative uncertainty on τ increases significantly compared to previous predictions.
Our analytic expressions for the covariances and variances clearly agree better with the results from the simulated Kepler long cadence data than the finite cadence corrections from C08. The finite cadence corrections from C08 do not account for the averaging of the planet light curve over a finite integration time. In some cases where finite cadence corrections come to bear (e.g. in the variances of T and τ as R p /R ⋆ gets smaller), finite integration time may actually improve the variances of T and τ compared to the predictions of C08 Equation 26. With finite integration time information on the ingress and egress is spread over any long exposure spanning the ingress and egress. In contrast, if the light curve is instantaneously sampled at the same cadence, the ingress and egress may be completely missed. ), and the solid black curve presents the analytic predictions accounting for a finite integration time from this work (Equations A8 and A9). The uncertainties derived from an MCMC analysis of simulated long-cadence Kepler data (blue crosses) agree well with the predictions of this work; we plot the measured uncertainty scaled by the true value of the parameter (where appropriate), so this plot does not reflect any systematic error in parameter measurement. 6. SURVEY PLANNING There are several space-and ground-based transit surveys on the horizon, including TESS, K2, and PLATO. Equations A8, A9, A15 and A16 can be used to help choose an optimal integration time for photometric surveys for transiting planets when combined with models for the frame rate and photometric measurement uncertainty of the particular instrument.
In the Equations A8, A9, A15 and A16, the photometric precision σ and integration time I are separate parameters. In practice, the uncertainty on a given photometric point will depend on the integration time chosen. For photon-noise, σ/f 0 ∝ I −1/2 . We have kept our equations explicitly in terms of σ (instead of directly substituting in the assumption of photon-noise) so that they can be more flexibly applied to cases where additional white noise sources add to the photometric measurement uncertainty.
The integration time also affects the effective phase sampling of the light curve. For continuous photometric observations over a time baseline, T tot , the effective sampling of the phase-folded light curve can be up to
We denote by t read the time needed for the photometer to read out; (I + t read ) −1 is the CCD frame rate. The factor T tot /P accounts for the number of transits detected -Relative uncertainties of the trapezoidal transit parameters derived from Kepler long-cadence data, as functions of impact parameter P ; for this experiment only, we fix the baseline of the observations to be 90 days, instead of assuming that ten transits were observed. We have assumed nominal planet parameters R⋆ = R ⊙ , M⋆ = M ⊙ , b = 0.2, e = 0.16, and r = 0.1. To isolate systematic error in parameter measurement from parameter uncertainty, the relative uncertainties are scaled by the true value of the parameter.
over the span of the observations. This maximal effective sampling rate is achieved in the case where there is no clustering of photometric points at specific orbital phases.
In the case of a photon-noise limited survey with negligible read out time (t read = 0), the I dependence cancels in the σ 2 /Γ eff prefactor that scales all the covariance matrices. In these limits, the integration time dependence comes solely from the body of the covariance matrix elements in Equations A8, A9, A15 and A16. We plot in Figure 8 how the uncertainties on the transit parameters predicted for a Jupiter transiting a Sun-twin in a photonnoise limited survey with negligible read-out time depend on I, T tot , and P . We assumed a nominal photometric precision of σ/f 0 = 5 × 10 −5 for a 30 minute exposure; choosing a different value for σ would simply amount to rescaling the vertical axis on the figure. In Figure 9 , we make the same plot for a 1 R ⊕ planet orbiting a Suntwin, assuming the same nominal orbit parameters.
Lower integration times mean better precision, but after a certain point there is a plateau regime in which shorter integration times do not improve the relative precision of the transit parameters derived from the light curve (see Figures 8 and 9 ). In planning a transit survey, choosing an integration time near the "knee" would be optimal to minimize both the data rate and the relative uncertainties on the derived planet properties. The critical integration time depends on both the planet orbital period and R p /R * , but is not significantly affected by the survey duration, T tot . Planets with shorter P and smaller R p /R * have smaller critical integration times, and their characterization would benefit more greatly from short cadence observations.
The critical integration time delimiting the beginning of the plateau regime is different for different transit parameters of interest. The critical integration time for τ is the shortest. In planning a survey, one would want to consider the smallest critical integration time among the parameters of interest. Exposure times of 3, 10, and 30 minutes are optimal for sampling the transits of Jupitersized planets orbiting Sun twins on 1-day, 10-day, and 100-day orbits, respectively ( Figure 8 ). In contrast, for Earth-sized planets with R p /R * = 10 −2 the plateau in the relative uncertainty in τ occurs at I < 1 minute (Figure 9) , regardless of the orbital period.
7. DISCUSSION In this section we revisit some of the approximations involved in deriving our covariance matrices, exploring their effects and quantifying the limitations they impose on the applicability of Equations A8, A9, A15, and A16.
Effect of grazing transits
We have thus far limited our discussion to cases in which the integration time does not exceed the time between second and third contact, when the planet disk is contained completely within the disk of the star. Once the integration time exceeds T − τ , the maximum apparent depth of the transit light curve starts to decrease as all exposures taken during totality are diluted by flux during ingress, egress, and/or out-of-transit. The apparent maximum depth of the transit light curve can be reduced by as much as T /I; this maximum value corresponds to I > T + τ .
By focusing on cases with I < T − τ , we are effectively limiting the range of orbital inclinations (or impact parameters, b) considered. We are neglecting grazing transits, with impact parameters b in excess of a maximum value, b max , given by combining Equations 3 and 4,
where x = I 2τ0 . In the case of long orbital periods (x 2 ≪ 2r) b max approaches 1 − r, the limiting value for the disk of the planet to be circumscribed by the stellar disk. For shorter periods ( 10 days) the constraints on b for which our results apply can be significantly more restrictive ( Figure 10 ). Limb-darkening could have an important effect on these grazing transits, and may lead to the breakdown of the C08 trapezoidal light curve approximations anyway, in the excluded regime of b > b max .
Though we have not provided analytic equations for the covariance matrix in the case where I > T − τ , these can be readily derived following a similar approach as in Appendix A, below. There are in fact, three more regimes to be considered (in addition to cases 1 and 2 given in Equation 7): T − τ < I < T + τ and I < τ (case 3); T − τ < I < T + τ and I > τ (case 4); and I > T + τ (case 5).
Effect of limb darkening
So far, we have neglected the effect of limb-darkening (following C08), and have considered a planet transiting a star with uniform surface brightness. To explore the effects of limb darkening, we generated synthetic transit data with a Python implementation of the Eastman et al. (2013) EXOFAST occultquad routine, which generates a Mandel & Agol (2002) quadratically limb-darkened light curve. We chose the limb darkening parameters for HAT-P-2 as our test case, obtaining the parameters with the Eastman et al. (2013) limb darkening parameter applet 2 , which interpolates the Claret & Bloemen (2011) quadratic limb darkening tables.
We fit each synthetic data set with three different models (the trapezoidal model described in this paper, a Mandel & Agol model with fixed limb darkening parameters, or a Mandel & Agol model with limb darkening coefficients as free parameters). We used a procedure similar to that described in Section 4 but with 1.5 × 10 5 samples. To minimize the covariances between model parameters, we parametrized all models in terms of δ, T , τ , and t c . The limb darkened model also included the Kipping (2013) limb darkening parameters q 1 and q 2 , which map directly to the quadratic coefficients u 1 and u 2 , as free parameters. Since fitting eccentricity e and argument of periastron ω is difficult and computationally intensive, we have restricted this test to e = 0 cases only.
We show the results of this analysis in Figures 11 and  12 . In the case of the trapezoidal model, our Equations A8, A9, A15, and A16 do well to predict the uncertainties on δ, T , and t c , but we overpredict the uncertainty in τ . We show cases for orbits of 1 day (red curves), 10 days (blue curves), and 100 days (black curves) and total survey lengths of 1 month (TESS-like; solid curves), 3 months (dashed curves), 4 years (Kepler-like; dotted curves), and one orbital period (dot-dashed curves). We assume nominal parameter values b = 0.2, e = 0.16, and r = 0.1, to remain consistent with the figures above; we scale the photometric uncertainty such that a Kepler 30-minute exposure corresponds to σ = 5 × 10 −5 , and we assume photon-noise is the only noise source. Γ eff is given by Equation 9 when Ttot > P ; otherwise, Γ eff = 1/I. The special case Ttot = P corresponds to the precision on the parameters derived from fitting a single transit light curve.
T becomes more correlated with δ and with τ when limb darkening is taken into account. When the synthetic data are fit with a Mandel & Agol model with fixed limb darkening, the uncertainty in the transit depth δ increases. Our predictions apply well to T and t c in this case, while the uncertainty in τ is still overpredicted. Finally, when limb darkening coefficients are added as free parameters, the uncertainty in δ increases further, and we underpredict the uncertainty in T significantly, as expected. To accurately predict the uncertainties in this case, q 1 and q 2 should be included as parameters in the Fisher information analysis. The uncertainty in τ is overpredicted in the small R p /R ⋆ regime and underpredicted in the large R p /R ⋆ regime. When a Mandel & Agol model is used, we find that our equations are not as useful for predicting the parameter covariances.
Effect of finite phase sampling
Our analysis makes the approximation that the data is sampled at a uniform rate. The Γ eff that we have defined for phase-folded data (Equation 9 ) is the maximum possible sampling rate for a continuous photometric time series. The approximation of a constant effective sampling rate for phase-folded data may break down if the planet orbital period is an integer (or rational number) multiple of the sampling cadence. In these scenarios, the photometric observations of different transits cluster at specific phases within the planet orbit and transit light curve, and the equal weighting of different phases in Equation A5 is no longer fully valid. This will produce scatter about our analytic expressions for the covariance matrix in the idealized sampling scenario.
Another obstacle to applying our variance and covariance approximations arises if too few transits have been observed to sufficiently cover the full range of planet phases during transit. In these cases, the integral approximation of equation A4 breaks down and the finite sums (Equation A3) must be evaluated numerically.
Effect of non-Gaussian posteriors
The posterior distribution of the trapezoidal parameters obtained from our MCMC fits to simulated Kepler long-cadence light curves are well approximated by Gaussians in high S/N scenarios. In cases of low S/N, however, the "normally-distributed parameters" assumption upon which the Fisher information matrix analysis relies can break down. The ingress/egress duration is physically constrained to be τ > 0. When the uncertainty σ τ becomes comparable to the magnitude of τ itself, the truncation at τ = 0 induces non-Gaussian posteriors. This may account for some of the deviations at small R p /R ⋆ in Figures 2 and 3 . Solving numerically for the value of R p /R ⋆ where the value of τ becomes comparable to σ τ for nominal values of the other parameters, we find that τ is equal to 3σ τ at R p /R ⋆ ≈ 0.042; it is equal to 2σ τ when R p /R ⋆ ≈ 0.037 and 1σ τ when R p /R ⋆ ≈ 0.031. As R p /R ⋆ → 0, we expect the posterior to approach a Gaussian centered at 0 and truncated at 0; τ = 3σ τ is the approximate lower limit of τ down to which truncation should not be apparent in the posterior distribution. The numerical results seem to coincide well with the value of R p /R ⋆ where the MCMC results begin to deviate from the analytic predictions.
Effect of other noise sources
Throughout this work, we have neglected the effects of correlated (red) noise on the light curve parameter uncertainties. For light curve data with significant red noise, we expect that our formulae will be less applicable, since we assume completely uncorrelated errors in the Fisher information analysis.
We have also neglected the effects of read noise σ read , noise that is intrinsic to the detector. Read noise adds in quadrature with photon-noise, thereby setting a minimum value of the overall uncertainty on each data point in the light curve. For shorter integration times I and fainter stars, read noise may dominate the overall noise σ. In the σ → σ read limit, σ ∼ constant, Γ eff ∼ 1/I, and f 0 ∼ I, so all of the covariance elements we derive in Appendix A will be scaled by (σ/f 0 ) 2 /Γ eff ∼ 1/I. Thus, in the read-noise dominated regime, the uncertainties on transit parameters are expected to increase with shorter exposure times. In practice, the optimal integration time for a given target (assuming white noise) will be either the integration time at which read noise becomes the dominant noise source or the critical integration time assuming photon noise (the "knee" in Figures 8 and 9) , whichever is longer.
8. CONCLUSIONS Kipping (2010) highlighted the necessity of fitting a binned light curve model to binned light curve data. We have updated the Carter et al. (2008) analytic expressions for the variances and covariances of parameters derived from fitting transit light curve data, to take finite integration time into account.
With finite integration time, the uncertainties on the transit parameters are strictly greater than what one could extract from an instantaneously sampled light curve. The magnitude of the correlations among transit ingress/egress duration, transit duration and transit The uncertainty in δ increases when limb darkening is taken into account. The C08 prediction (solid red line) and finite cadence prediction (dashed red line) are shown for comparison. We let R⋆ = R ⊙ , M⋆ = M ⊙ , e = 0, P = 9.55 days, and b = 0.2. As before, the uncertainties are scaled by the true value of the parameter, so systematic offsets are not reflected in this plot. depth all increase, while the mid-transit time (relevant for measuring TTVs) remains uncorrelated. For example, for a Hot Jupiter or close-in Earth-size planet on a three day orbit the variances on δ, t c , τ , and T are 1.2, 2.5, 24, and 2.8 times larger for 30-minute long-cadence data as compared to 1 minute short cadence data, assuming the nominal orbit parameters we have used throughout this work; the covariances can increase by as much as a factor of 30. In contrast, for a transiting Earth-twin on a 1-year orbit, the variances themselves are larger in magnitude, but they do not change greatly with integration time.
We provide Python and Mathematica code for computing the predicted variances and covariances that could be measured using the binned light curve model. Phasing, red noise, non-Gaussianities, and other effects can affect the actual uncertainties obtained from a full analysis. Our analytic expressions are still helpful for target selection, observation planning, and rule of thumb intuition. Today, finite integration time is relevant for Kepler long-cadence light curves, and will remain important in the future analysis of data from K2 and from TESS full frame images. (Caprio 2005 ) scientific figure preparation system for Mathematica was used in the preparation of this paper.
APPENDIX

FULL DERIVATION OF FISHER INFORMATION AND COVARIANCE MATRICES
For N data points {y} and model points {y mod } which depend on a set of parameters {p}, and under the assumption of uncorrelated errors of constant absolute magnitude σ, we begin with the likelihood function (see e.g., Gould 2003)
The Fisher information matrix B is defined by (see e.g., Vallisneri 2008),
where x denotes the expected value of x. For our application to transit light curves, the model function is y mod = F lb and p = {t c , τ, T, δ, f 0 }, so Tables 5 and 6 give partial derivatives for the five regions of the binned light curve model for F lb1 and F lb2 , where F lb1 and F lb2 are equivalent to F lb limited to the τ > I and τ < I regimes, respectively. We assume that the data points are sampled uniformly with a uniform sampling rate Γ, beginning at time point t 0 and for a total duration T tot . Like C08, we approximate the finite sums of Equation A3 by an integral over time, assuming that Γ is large enough to sufficiently sample the transit light curve:
Substituting Γ eff for Γ and P for T tot , as described in Section 3 for phase-folded data, this equation becomes
Evaluating Equation A4 with the partial derivatives given in Tables 5 and 6 yields the Fisher matrices in Equations A6 and A7. In the τ > I case, we find the Fisher information matrix to be
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Symbol Expression
In the τ < I case, we find
The full covariance matrix for each model is found by taking the matrix inverse of the Fisher matrix. We define the variables in Table 1 to simplify the covariance matrix in the τ > I case, given in Equation A8
.
Similarly, we define the variables in Table 2 to express the covariance matrix in the τ < I case, given in Equation A9. 
Equation A8 
As before, we define several variables so that we can write the covariance matrix compactly. For τ > I, they are given in Table 3 . With these definitions, the transformed covariance matrix in the τ > I case becomes (A15) Similarly, in the τ < I case, we define the variables in Table 4 such that the physical parameter covariance matrix is (b 10 δτ T + 24b 2 f 0 T (b 5 I − τ ) − 12b 3 f 0 τ I) / f 0 τ 2 B 3
(b 10 δτ T + 24b 2 f 0 T (b 5 I − τ ) + 12b 3 f 0 τ I) / f 0 τ 2 B 4
(24b 2 f 0 − b 10 δ) /f 0 B 5 24b 9 I 2 /τ 2 B 6
288b 13 
Totality
Totality/ingress/egress Ingress/egress Ingress/egress/out-of-transit Out-of-transit ∂F lb2 ∂tc 0 −δ(−T + I + τ + 2 |t − tc|) sgn(t − tc)/(2Iτ ) −δ sgn(t − tc)/I −δ(T + I + τ − 2 |t − tc|) sgn(t − tc)/(2Iτ ) 0 ∂F lb2 ∂τ 0 −δ(−T + I − τ + 2 |t − tc|)(−T + I + τ + 2 |t − tc|)/(8Iτ 2 ) 0 δ(T + I − τ − 2 |t − tc|)(T + I + τ − 2 |t − tc|)/(8Iτ 2 ) 0 ∂F lb2 ∂T 0 −δ(−T + I + τ + 2 |t − tc|)/(4Iτ ) −δ/(2I) −δ(T + I + τ − 2 |t − tc|)/(4Iτ ) 0 ∂F lb2 ∂δ −1 (−T + I + τ + 2 |t − tc|) 2 /(8Iτ ) − 1 −(T + I − 2 |t − tc|)/(2I) −(T + I + τ − 2 |t − tc|) 2 /(8Iτ ) 0 ∂F lb2 ∂f 0 1 1 1 1 1
